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A protein sensor based on nanostructured adaptive silver films (ASFs) is developed for soft protein adsorption
and detection with surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS). Under protein deposition, the ASFs modify
their local nanostructure so that the conformational state of proteins is preserved and SERS is optimized. The
sensor is used to examine differences in Raman spectra of two insulin isomers, human insulin and its analogue
insulin lispro. These two insulins differ only in the interchange of two neighboring amino acids; specifically,
the propyl-lysyl sequence at the C-terminus of the B-chain in insulin lispro is inverted as compared to
human insulin. This switch leads to conformational changes at the C- and N-termini and has an important
clinical effect for diabetes treatment. The difference in SERS spectra for the two insulins was detected at a
submonolayer density, 80 fmol/mm2, with only 25 amol in the probed area, and macroscopic enhancement
factor 3 × 106. The performed studies indicate that SERS detection using ASFs can lead to efficient proteomic
sensing technology.

Introduction
Protein sensing using Raman spectroscopy provides important
structural information on conformational changes. Changes
between native and denatured insulin in the solid form as well
as spectral features of proinsulin and insulin fibrils were studied
previously.1-3 Signatures of allosteric conformation changes in
hexameric insulin have been assessed using Raman difference
spectroscopy.4
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) provides greater
sensitivity than conventional Raman spectroscopy,5-7 and it is
becoming a powerful technique in probing biological molecules
adsorbed on a metal surface.8-16 SERS is sensitive to molecule
orientation and the distance from the metal surface.17 Therefore,
SERS spectroscopy can be particularly efficient in detecting
conformational changes and structural differences related to
preferred orientations of proteins with respect to the metal
surface. It is possible to obtain high-quality SERS spectra at
submonolayer molecular coverage as a result of the large surface
enhancements. The SERS mechanism is originated in part from
the large local electromagnetic fields caused by resonant surface
plasmons that can be optically excited at certain wavelengths
for metal particles of different shapes or compact groups of
particles.18-25 The plasmon resonances can be excited in a broad
spectral range for aggregates of interacting particles often
structured as fractals.26 In addition, metal nanostructures and
molecules can form charge-transfer complexes, providing further
enhancement for SERS.27-33 The resultant enhancement depends
critically on the nanostructure morphology,26,34-40 and it can
be as high as 105-108 for the macroscopic area averaged signal
and 1010-1015 within the local resonant nanostructures.
Among SERS active substrates, evaporated nanostructured
metal films are well-suited for SERS mechanism studies and
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have a high potential for applications.18-24,28,41-47 A variety of
structures, aggregated films,19 islands of different shapes,18,19,21-24
and semicontinuous films near the percolation threshold45-47
are found to be appropriate for SERS. The effect of deposition
rate, mass thickness dependence, and thermal annealing were
studied in detail.22,41-44 The concepts of enhanced local field
in aggregated particle films based on a Maxwell-Garnett
approach were applied to SERS in the 1980s.18,19,21-23 These
theories account for particle shape and particle interaction and
emphasize that the large local fields can only be the result of
large field fluctuations.20 The metal islands can serve as resonant
enhancers for both the incident and scattered radiation, as it
was shown for isolated particle20 and then generalized for smallparticle composite26 and percolation films.46,47 Both experiment19,22 and theory21,22 reveal a correlation between electromagnetic enhancement and the effective dielectric properties
of metal-dielectric films. Namely, the enhanced Raman intensity is proportional to the product of absorption at laser and
scattered wavelength AlAs,19,21-23 which gives guidance for
preliminary substrate parameter selection. The macroscopic
enhancement is proportional to the square of the product of the
plasma frequency and the relaxation time (ωpτeff)2 for island
films22 and to the third power of the product for 2-D percolation
films.46,47 Using data for Ag (ωp) 9.1 eV, τeff-1 ) 0.021 eV),
Au (ωp) 9.0 eV, τeff-1 ) 0.066 eV), and Cu (ωp) 8.8 eV,
τeff-1 ) 0.09 eV),48,49 one can see that an average electromagnetic enhancement of the Raman scattering should be much
larger for Ag than for Au or Cu.
We employ electron beam evaporated Ag films for protein
sensing with SERS and introduce one more factor into consideration, which is a restructuring of island film under protein
deposition. Such kinds of evaporated metal films, which allow
restructuring, will be called adaptiVe herein. One can provide
certain parameters of evaporation and protein deposition to make
films adaptive. This feature of evaporated films plays an
important role for the following reasons. Along with the
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Figure 1. Two chains of 51 amino acids in human insulin.

advantages provided by SERS, there are two problems that need
to be addressed. First, direct adsorption of proteins on a metal
surface often leads to their significant structural (denaturation)
and/or functional changes.9,12,50,51 This means that not any
substrate is biocompatible. Second, any particular metal nanostructure with a fixed morphology cannot perfectly match
different proteins and provide the optimal SERS in all cases.
In a particular example, SERS spectra of bovine insulin adsorbed
on silver electrode reveal dissimilar features with Raman
spectrum of insulin aqueous solution.52 Our approach based on
adaptive metal films allows fine nanostructure rearrangement
under protein deposition that makes it possible to address both
problems simultaneously, namely, to adsorb proteins on the
metal surface without significant structural changes (softadsorption) and to optimize the SERS signal for given set of
particles. In particular, we demonstrate that adaptive nanostructured films can be used for the observation of differences in
SERS spectra of recombinant human insulin and insulin lispro
at submonolayer protein surface densities. Since human insulin
and its analogue have the same set of side chains, and differ
only in conformational states, the observed difference indicates
the preservation of the conformational state with the use of
adaptive metal substrates. Raman difference spectroscopy is a
general method of probing protein structure for comparison
between closely related proteins.53 We extend this method to
SERS in order to study the spectral features of insulin
conformation from two insulin analogues with the same set of
amino acids.
Human Insulin and Insulin Lispro. Insulin is composed of
two peptide chains referred to as A- and B-chains (see Figure
1). The two chains are linked together by two disulfide bonds,
and an additional disulfide is formed within the A-chain. The
A-chain consists of 21 amino acids, while the B-chain has 30
amino acids. Monomeric insulin is the active form of the
hormone. Insulin exists as a monomer in solution at neutral pH
and at physiological concentrations (about 1 ng/mL). Hydrogen
bonding between C-termini of the B-chains promotes the
formation of dimers; antiparallel-pleated-sheet interactions
further stabilize the insulin dimers. Oligomerization to the less
soluble hexamer state is promoted by zinc ions (see Figure 2),
which has significant consequences on the solubility of the
protein. The clinical efficacy of the hexameric insulin is reduced
due to the delayed absorption rate.
The problem of insulin oligomerization has stimulated
development of a number of recombinant insulin analogues. The
first of these molecules, which is called insulin lispro, is
engineered so that lysine and proline residues on the C-terminus
of the B-chain are interchanged in their positions (see Figure

Figure 2. Human insulin hexamer (Protein Data Base). N-terminals
(PheB1) of B-chains are exposed to the hexamer surface (see the top
and bottom parts).

1). Thus, lispro is Lys(B28) Pro(B29) and is an isomeric human
insulin analogue, having the identical chemical composition and
molecular weight as human insulin. The lispro modification
minimizes the tendency to form dimers and hexamers but does
not alter receptor binding. As a result, insulin lispro is a rapidly
acting, parenteral blood glucose-lowering agent. The allosteric
properties of insulin are critically important in design of insulin
formulations with the required chemical and physical stability
for use in the treatment of diabetes.54
Adaptive Silver Film Characterization. Our SERS protein
sensor is based on nanostructured adaptive silver films (ASFs)
formed on a dielectric substrate under vacuum evaporation with
an electron beam (see details below in ref 55). In the deposition
process, small isolated metal granules are formed first; as the
metal coverage increases, the granules coalesce, resulting in
various aggregates of particles. The film mass thickness and
deposition rate were monitored with a quartz crystal oscillator.
The glass slides were covered first by a sublayer of 10 nm of
SiO2 followed by an 8 nm Ag layer deposited at a rate of 0.05
nm/s. The substrates were used within 1 month after preparation.
The effect of restructuring under insulin deposition reveals
in the extinction spectra and field-emission scanning microscope
(FE SEM) images.
Typical UV-vis absorbance and reflectance spectra of initial
substrate are similar and have a maximum at 570 nm and a
broad wing in the long wavelengths. Reflection is greater than
absorption by a factor of 1.4 (both are expressed in percent).
The color of the film and the extinction spectrum are changed
after insulin deposition, as is shown in Figure 3. The spot is
deposited from a 3 µL drop of 1 µM insulin in a 0.1 mM HCl
water solution and then dried. The spectrum inside the spot
shows a blue-shifted maximum, reduced slope of the longwavelength wing, and reduced extinction integrated over the
available spectral range.
In Figure 4 we show representative field-emission scanning
electron microscope (FE SEM) images of an 8 nm ASF taken
outside (top) and inside (middle) of a protein spot. They consist
of nanoparticles and their aggregates. The particle size is
distributed in a range from 30 to 100 nm with an aspect ratio
between 0.5 and 1 (a typical value is 0.8-0.9). The large-sized
particles have an internal structure and more complicated shape.
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Figure 3. Insulin spot on adaptive substrate (a, left) and extinction spectra outside (red) and inside the spot (blue) (b, right).

Figure 4. FE-SEM images of the ASF of 8 nm mass thickness outside
(top) and inside (middle) a protein spot; AFM image of the 8 nm ASF
(bottom).

The figure clearly shows that the film experiences local
restructuring in the protein spot, where groups of closely spaced

metal nanoparticles are formed, as opposed to rather disintegrated particles outside the protein spot. A filling factor
calculated as the ratio of an area covered with metal (white) to
the total area is reduced from an initial value of 0.65 to 0.54
inside the spot.
A typical AFM height profile is also shown in the bottom of
Figure 4. We note that the ASFs are uniform on the scale of
micrometers and higher so that they are very homogeneous
within a laser spot. The root mean square (RMS) deviation from
the average height as defined with the roughness analysis of
the AFM images is about 7 nm, and the maximum height is
about 30 nm, while RMS deviation was only about 5 nm inside
the protein spot.
Decreases in the integrated extinction and in the metal filling
factor both suggest a decrease of the silver mass thickness
caused by deposition. Varying insulin and HCl concentration,
we found that both factors are important. Deposition of a lower
insulin concentration by a factor of 10-20 results in an almost
transparent spot without metal particles. Most likely the acidic
solvent (0.1 mM HCl) dissolves particles, leaving just silver
salt on the substrate. This process may affect the interface
between Ag particles and silica and decrease adhesion or even
remove particles in solution. Deposition of insulin solution
without HCl reveals no visible changes of the film surface.56
Although the mechanism of the restructuring requires further
study, one can conclude that the structure modification is a result
of competition between dissolving of the metal surface and its
stabilization by proteins.
The conventional approach suggests that the metal structures
should have the highest possible adhesion to the substrate. The
observed restructuring implies that some optimal adhesion is
realized when metal structures adhere to the substrate well
enough to remain on the substrate while still preserving some
limited ability to move in the plane of the film so that soft
protein adsorption, causing no protein denaturation, is possible.
In parallel, the SERS signal is also improved under such
restructuring; this is because proteins “glue” neighbor metal
particles so that the gaps between the particles become smaller
and are just enough to accommodate a protein molecule without
significant changes from its natural conformation.
A qualitative estimate of adhesion was performed with the
Scotch tape test.57 The tape was attached to the film and then
pulled off. The Ag/SiO2/glass substrate shows good adhesion
in the tape test. The changes in absorption/reflection spectra
were less than 5% after the tape test. We compare Ag substrates
with and without an SiO2 sublayer and also with a Ti sublayer.
Adhesion of Ag on glass (bare microscope slide) is poor, and
we could not get uniform deposition and a good-quality SERS
signal with Ag/glass substrates. No SERS was observed in the
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opposite case with a high-adhesion sublayer of Ti, where protein
solution deposition does not lead to spot color changes and
structural modifications. In general, to get a nonadaptive film
(without restructuring), either evaporation parameters (sublayer,
deposition rate, increased mass thickness) or protein solution
contents should be changed. It is clear that those changes can
affect metal structures or protein adsorption, which makes it
impossible to directly compare between SERS on adaptive and
nonadaptive films. Still, our observation is that there is no
detectable SERS without restructuring.
To support this conclusion, we consider FE SEM images of
nanostructures outside and inside protein spots in Figure 4. The
protein-mediated restructuring results in particle aggregates with
smaller dielectric gaps between the neighbor particles, leading
to larger SERS signals. Indeed, the aggregation of even a few
particles makes a large difference for SERS enhancement (as
compared to SERS from isolated particles) due to plasmon
coupling and allows single-molecule detection.35 Because of a
variety of particle and gap sizes, the resonant plasmon modes
cover a large spectral range, with the local field being
particularly large in the gaps between the particles.58-61 Experiments with cold-deposited Ag films and pyridine, reported at
the early stages of SERS studies, prove that the largest
enhancement occurs in interstitial regions enclosed by several
silver grains.58
The second supporting fact is the average SERS enhancement
for insulin on ASF as measured in our experiments. As we show
below, the macroscopic enhancement is about 3 × 106, which
is close to the largest reported for island or percolation Ag films
(105 for nitrobenzonate23 and 5.3 × 105 for trans-1,2-bis(4pyridyl)ethylene43). This is also close to the theoretical limit
for random metal-dielectric films, which gives about 106-107,
with a contribution of about 104-105 from the electromagnetic
enhancement and 102 contributed from a short-range “chemical”
enhancement.
It would be unlikely to obtain such a value for the SERS
enhancement from a film with fixed particle positions (e.g., with
very large adhesion) since it cannot be optimal for various SERS
sensing of different proteins; this is in particular true for the
case when interparticle distances are randomly distributed and
comparable with protein size. Adaptive substrates allow nanostructure modification under protein deposition. In this way,
proteins can serve as agents to provide stronger aggregation of
the metal nanoparticles on the ASF, resulting in the formation
of clusters of closely spaced, “protein-glued” nanoparticles, with
particularly large SERS. Because the metal particles are
movable, proteins placed between the particles can preserve their
conformational state on the ASFs.
Our SERS spectra indicate that insulin is adsorbed on the
metal surface through N termini. This suggests a possible
scenario for insulin and silver particle interaction on the surface.
Because of the specific Cl-1 adsorption, silver particles acquire
excess negative charges and attract the positively charged
N-terminus. Insulin hexamers have six N-termini of B-chains
exposed to the hexamer surface, three at the top and three at
the bottom (see Figure 2; the hexamer is 3.5 × 5 nm in size).
Thus, insulin hexamers can serve as coupling agents and induce
the surface restructuring within a protein spot. By this means,
the addition of protein solution to the metal nanostructure can
result in the structure modification that favors SERS and
preserves the conformation state of proteins.
SERS Spectra
Recombinant human insulin and insulin lispro were provided
by Eli Lilly & Co. Our samples were prepared from Zn-insulin
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crystals; the crystals were dissolved and aliquoted into the vials,
and the vials were lyophilized. Insulin was dissolved in a 1 mM
HCl water solution using deionized water of ultrapure grade.
Insulin concentrations were determined from absorbance measurements at 280 nm using the extinction coefficient 280 ∼ 5.7
mM-1 cm-1.62 The solution was then diluted with HCl solution
or water. Typically, 2-4 µL of 1 µM insulin solution containing
0.1 mM HCl was deposited on a substrate and then allowed to
dry in a 45° inclined substrate position. The protein distribution
in the deposited spot was obtained with an Alpha-step 200
profilometer (Tencor Instruments). The spot typically consists
of an outer ring and a central part as illustrated in Figure 3. An
average protein density in the spot is about 200 fmol/mm2
calculated from 3 µL volume, 1 µM concentration, and 14 mm2
area. Spot profile measurements indicate that the local density
in the central portion of the spot was less than the average by
a factor of 2.5.63 Finally, this estimate gives a surface density
of about 80 ( 20 fmol/mm2 in the central area of the spot. A
typical laser beam size used in experiments was about 100 µm.
A minimal protein amount of 25 amol in the probed area has
been detected for a laser spot of about 20 µm in diameter. The
laser intensity of 450 W/cm2 in this case is close to the upper
limit for SERS spectra acquisition without incurring changes
due to photomodification. The laser spot size was measured
using the “knife” method.
SERS spectra were collected using a laser beam excitation
wavelength of 568.2 nm with normal incidence and 45°
scattering (see details below64). Laser power was about 1 mW,
and the typical exposure time was 100-200 s.
Enhancement Factor. To estimate the enhancement factor,
we first compare our SERS-specific intensity with the Raman
signal of Zn-insulin in liquid.4 We consider the measurement
systems to be very similar in both cases in terms of collection
lens f-number, notch filter, resolution, and CCD capabilities.
We omit the possible differences caused for example by
additional losses in the second notch filter and the use of a fiber
bundle in our case or due to a different excitation wavelength
(647.1 nm versus 568.2 nm for SERS). The intensity of the
Raman signal, in general, is proportional to the intensity of the
laser field and the number of molecules in the probed volume:
IR ∼ ILN. For the surface measurements it can be expressed
through the average power W and protein surface density D as
ILN ) WD, assuming that the collection area is equal to or
exceeds the illumination area. Similar considerations give the
following relation for volume measurements: ILN ) WCl, where
C is concentration and l is the laser beam length in the collection
volume. Finally, an estimate of the enhancement is given by
G ) (JS/JR)(Cl/D), where JS and JR are the specific intensities
(counts per second per milliwatt (counts/(s‚mW)) of the 1003
cm-1 peak for both SERS and Raman. Under the conditions of
ref 4, the laser beam is imaged along the monochromator slit
and the length of the beam in the collection area can be
estimated as approximately 7 mm [J. R. Diers, private communication]. Taking into account the other values of JR )
1 counts/(s‚mW), C ) 5 nmol/mm3 (5 mM), JS ) 7 counts/
(s‚mW), and DS ) 80 fmol/mm2, one can get the average
enhancement of about G ) 3 × 106.
To define the enhancement factor under the same conditions,
we performed SERS and Raman measurements with the same
optical system and used insulin from the same vial.65 Spectra
were collected at 632 nm with a ×20 objective lens in the
backscattering configuration. In the case of normal Raman, the
insulin spots were deposited on a quartz substrate at different
insulin concentrations (10-200 µM) and volumes in the droplet
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Figure 6. Human insulin and insulin lispro SERS spectra collected
over three spots per each.

Figure 5. SERS spectra for human insulin (blue) and its analogue
insulin lispro shown in red (above) and the difference SERS spectra
(below).

(5-10 µL) and spectra were collected from a ring of the spot.
It was found that increasing the thickness of an insulin layer
above 10 µm does not change the signal. Using this value for
the penetration depth of the collection/illumination optics, one
can estimate the insulin surface density DR as 5 nmol/mm2. The
measured specific intensity of the Phe peak at 1003 cm-1 is
about JS ) 33 counts/(s‚mW) for SERS and JR ) 0.8 counts/
(s‚mW) for Raman. Finally, the results suggest an enhancement
factor G ) JSDR/JRDS of about 2.5 × 106. This is in good
agreement with the previous estimate above.
Note that the local electromagnetic enhancement in the
resonant nanostructures of such a semicontinuous metal film is
greater than the average by several orders of magnitude, and it
can reach ∼1010 or even larger according to theory.46,47
Representative SERS spectra collected from the central part
of the spots are shown in Figure 5. The figure exhibits
differences in the spectra for human insulin and insulin lispro
(both spectra were subjected to linear polynomial background
subtraction). The spectra are normalized to the Tyr peaks at
832 and 853 cm-1; these peaks are chosen for the normalization
since they show approximately equal average intensity over three
spots for both human insulin and lispro. The specific intensity,
i.e., counts per second per milliwatt, was used for this
comparison. Human insulin spectra, as compared to insulin
lispro, indicate more intense peaks at 1387 cm-1, 945 cm-1,
and for the phenylalanine (Phe) ring-breathing mode at 1003
and 1030 cm-1. These differences hold at low laser intensity
and power (1 mW) and become less pronounced under exposure
to higher laser power. Figure 6 shows six spectra collected from
three spots of human insulin (blue) and six spectra collected
from three spots of insulin lispro (red) on the same substrate
and illustrates spot-to-spot deviations in spectra.
Discussion
The zinc insulin hexamer is an allosteric protein that exhibits
two different protein conformations referred to as extended (T)

and R-helical (R) conformation states.66 The R-state conformation is observed in R6 hexamers, and it has B1-B8 residues in
R-helical form. Unlike the pure R state, a so-called “frayed” Rf
state exists in T3R3 hexamers, where only B4-B8 residues are
R-helical. In solution, T and R conformations are in equilibrium.
The presence of phenol or chloride ions can shift the equilibrium
toward the R state. The T-R state allosteric transitions involve
interconversions among three conformational states: T6, T3R3,
and R6.66 The transitions are modulated by ligand binding and
result in conversion of B1-B8 residues from a random coil to
an R-helix conformation along with about 30 Å displacement
of Phe B1, which can be detected by Raman spectroscopy.4
A comparison of our SERS and normal Raman spectra for
insulin on a quartz surface65 and for Zn-insulin in solution4
suggests that our SERS spectra reveal all known Raman
“fingerprints” of insulin. The Raman peaks are assigned mainly
to amide I and amide III bands of peptide backbone vibrations,
to vibrational modes of Phe (B1, B24, and B25 residues of
B-chains) and tyrosine (Tyr) (A14, A19, B16, and B26).1
The SERS difference between the two insulins can be
attributed, in part, to (i) Phe B1 displacement and (ii) the
R-helical N-terminus of the B-chain in human insulin, which is
a feature of the R-sate conformation. As mentioned, insulin is
adsorbed on the surface primarily through the N-terminus.
Because of the excess negative charge, metal particles attract
the positively charged N-terminus of the B-chain and thus move
Phe(B1) closer to the surface. Depending on the conformational
state of the displaced Phe(B1), the latter can be at different
distances and thus have different orientations with respect to
the metal surface, enabling the observed increase in Phe peak
intensities by a factor of 1.4 for human insulin as compared to
insulin lispro.
The CH deformation band at 1385 cm-1 and the C-C skeletal
band at 940 cm-1 are stronger in human insulin than in insulin
lispro. The 890-945 cm-1 band is a characteristic spectral line
for an R-helix and is known to be sensitive to structural
changes.67-70 This spectral line is typically centered at 940 cm-1
and disappears or displays weak intensity upon conversion to
β-sheet or random coil structures. It is also known that the C-H
deformation band at 1371 cm-1 appears for the R6 conformation
of hexameric human insulin, which has the longest sequence
(B1-B19) of R-helix.4 We note that this band appears in R6T6 Raman difference spectra and disappears in T3Rf3-T6
spectra.4 This points out the critical contribution of the R-helical
residues Phe(B1), Val(2), and Ala(B3) at N-termini of R6
hexamers in the C-H deformation band at 1370-1385 cm-1.
The observed differences in the SERS spectra suggest that
human insulin and insulin lispro have different conformational
states on the surface. Specific orientations of molecular bonds
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on the silver surface emphasize the SERS spectral difference
between the two insulins, making the differences much stronger
than for conventional Raman.
For both human insulin and insulin lispro, the 1 µM
concentration solution contained Zn and Cl ions in our experiments. The presence of chloride ions results in the TfR
transition. Typically, it is accompanied by hexamer formation
in the presence of zinc. From our data, it is difficult to define
the ratio between different oligomerization states of insulin on
a metal surface. However, the SERS difference spectra indicate
that a preferred conformational state is the R state for human
insulin and the T and/or Rf state for insulin lispro. This
conclusion is in agreement with X-ray crystallographic studies,71
where it was observed that insulin lispro crystallizes as a T3Rf3
hexamer. Thus, the presence of zinc and chloride ions can
stabilize the R6 state of human insulin hexamers,4 resulting in
the observed spectral differences between human insulin and
insulin lispro.
Note that protein conformation is sensitive to the environment
and any kind of protein interaction with a surface. Since
comparative SERS spectra reveal characteristic features of the
insulin and its analogue that are correlated with normal Raman
and X-ray studies, we conclude that there is no significant
alteration in conformational states of insulin on the adaptive
substrates.
In summary, the nanostructured adaptive silver films (ASFs)
used in our experiments demonstrate their ability to preserve
secondary structure of proteins and a high SERS sensitivity in
detection of conformational distinctions of nearly identical
proteins at the sub-monolayer level. The surface association of
insulin hexamers combined with the mobility of metal particles
in ASFs enables a protein-mediated aggregation of metal
particles (generally resulting in increased SERS sensitivity) and
establishes a platform for the observed differences in SERS
spectra between human insulin and its isomer insulin lispro
without denaturing the proteins. All insulin vibration modes are
enhanced by approximately the same factor, which makes the
SERS spectra similar to the Raman spectra in liquid and solid
form and simplifies the analysis. The detected insulin surface
density of about 80 fmol/mm2 means that one molecule is placed
in the area of 4.6 nm × 4.6 nm. This implies a sub-monolayer
coverage due to the 3.5 × 5.5 nm size of insulin hexamer. The
measured average enhancement factor of the SERS-active silver
structure is about 3 × 106. The differences can be attributed in
part to the R-helical N-terminus of the B-chain for human
insulin, which is an indicative feature for the R conformation
state. SERS spectra were able to detect and distinguish the
human insulin and insulin lispro attributes interpreted as the
relative populations of T3Rf3 and R6 hexamer conformations.
Due to the enhanced sensitivity and spectral resolution of
Raman, the ASF nanostructures are a model for SERS applications in the detection and analysis of protein structures.
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